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URL Organizer is an innovative, intuitive and highly-customizable application that will help you to
organize your url lists. Compact, fast, simple bookmark manager to store, organize, annotate, copy
and backup large and/or multiple collections of Internet bookmarks/favorites and also shortcuts to

programs, documents and folders. Three clicks or free text search to find any URL. Powerful
organizing tools. Import/export tools for Internet Explorer, Netscape and Opera. Also imports AOL

Favorite Places. Support for multiple URL collections makes it ideal for family users and web
researchers (who'll also appreciate how easily it handles tens of thousands of URLs). Support for
multiple web browsers makes it ideal for web developers. Support for concurrent sharing of URL

collections makes it ideal in a networked/corporate environment. Here are some key features of "URL
Organizer": ￭ URLs stored in a 3-level hierarchy so no URL is more than 3 mouse clicks away ￭ fast

full-text search facility ￭ instantly switch between URL collections of up to 10,000 URLs each ￭
instantly switch between web browsers ￭ readily share URL lists with other users ￭ loads in a snap

and uses minimal disk space, memory and resources ￭ plenty of keyboard shortcuts for extra speed
￭ includes comprehensive integrated help notes ￭ Information stored ￭ Internet bookmarks/favorites
￭ e-mail addresses ￭ newsgroup addresses ￭ application, folder and document shortcuts ￭ unlimited

space for notes on each URL ￭ site log-in names ￭ time of last opening a URL ￭ Sophisticated
organizing tools ￭ import and export favorites to/from Internet Explorer ￭ import and export

bookmarks to/from Netscape/Mozilla ￭ import and export hot lists to/from Opera ￭ import AOL and
CompuServe 2000 Favorite Places ￭ import Start Menu shortcuts ￭ fetch the URL open in any

browser window ￭ quick and easy to edit, re-order and re-group titles and URLs ￭ automatically and
manual backup of URL collections ￭ copy URLs in a variety of text and HTML formats ￭ highly-

configurable interface ￭ alternative interfaces: 'Regular', 'Organize' and

URL Organizer 2 2.4.17 With License Key (Latest)

URL Organizer Organizes all your bookmarks/favorites from the Internet in a single, easily readable
collection. It is portable and enables quick access to your URLs. URL Organizer compresses the URL
titles and thumbnails and uses only the minimum amount of disk space, memory and resources to
store your bookmarks. URL Organizer has powerful organizing tools to help you to store, organize,

annotate, copy and backup your large and/or multiple collections of favorites. URL Organizer
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Bookmarks/favorites Categorize, sort, group or copy your favorites into new collections. You can also
use these controls to edit the URL titles and thumbnails. URL Organizer Organize

Bookmarks/favorites This mode lets you quickly organize all your favorite bookmarks/favorites from
the Internet into the hierarchical collections that you specify. It enables quick access to your most

often-used bookmarks. URL Organizer Search Bookmarks/favorites URL Organizer lets you perform a
quick and simple search to find any URL. By simply typing a word or phrase, you can locate a URL.

URL Organizer Import/Export URL Organizer is ideal for individuals and family networks who want to
share their favorite bookmarks/favorites with other family members or friends. URL Organizer also

helps web developers by providing easy access to their favorite bookmarks/favorites. URL Organizer
Import/Export CompuServe, AOL and Google Account Support URL Organizer supports multiple

accounts for CompuServe (Green card), AOL (Hotmail) and Google (Gmail). Tools URL Organizer lets
you sort, copy and move your bookmarks/favorites with 3 mouse clicks, or by using the free-text

search to quickly locate any URL. Download URL Organizer 2 (version 1.1.21+) is available to
registered users at no charge (100-day trial).The modern semiconductor technology utilizes ever

higher integration and downscaling of electrical devices for many integrated circuits. However, the
increase of the integration and downscaling has some drawbacks. The capacitance of electrical

devices is scaled down with the reduction of the feature size. As a result, the electric charges of the
carriers are smaller, and the current density in the carrier is increased. Consequently, the increase of

the current density causes severer problem. The most significant of them is the reduction of the
reliability of the semiconductor devices. Particularly, b7e8fdf5c8
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URL Organizer is an innovative, intuitive and highly-customizable application that will help you to
organize your url lists. Compact, fast, simple bookmark manager to store, organize, annotate, copy
and backup large and/or multiple collections of Internet bookmarks/favorites and also shortcuts to
programs, documents and folders. Three clicks or free text search to find any URL. Powerful
organizing tools. Import/export tools for Internet Explorer, Netscape and Opera. Also imports AOL
Favorite Places. Support for multiple URL collections makes it ideal for family users and web
researchers (who'll also appreciate how easily it handles tens of thousands of URLs). Support for
multiple web browsers makes it ideal for web developers. Support for concurrent sharing of URL
collections makes it ideal in a networked/corporate environment. Here are some key features of "URL
Organizer": ￭ URLs stored in a 3-level hierarchy so no URL is more than 3 mouse clicks away ￭ fast
full-text search facility ￭ instantly switch between URL collections of up to 10,000 URLs each ￭
instantly switch between web browsers ￭ readily share URL lists with other users ￭ loads in a snap
and uses minimal disk space, memory and resources ￭ plenty of keyboard shortcuts for extra speed
￭ Information stored ￭ Internet bookmarks/favorites ￭ e-mail addresses ￭ newsgroup addresses ￭
application, folder and document shortcuts ￭ unlimited space for notes on each URL ￭ site log-in
names ￭ time of last opening a URL ￭ Sophisticated organizing tools ￭ import and export favorites
to/from Internet Explorer ￭ import and export bookmarks to/from Netscape/Mozilla ￭ import and
export hot lists to/from Opera ￭ import AOL and CompuServe 2000 Favorite Places ￭ import Start
Menu shortcuts ￭ fetch the URL open in any browser window ￭ quick and easy to edit, re-order and re-
group titles and URLs ￭ supports aliases (multiple instances) of URLs ￭ support for
separators/dividers ￭ automatic and manual backup of URL collections ￭ copy URLs in a variety of
text and HTML formats ￭ Highly-configurable interface

What's New In URL Organizer 2?

URL Organizer 2 is a highly-customizable and intuitive application designed to help you to organize
and save multiple URL collections. Key features: ￭ instantly switch between URL collections of up to
10,000 URLs each ￭ multiple URL collections can be held simultaneously ￭ instantly switch between
web browsers ￭ readily share URL lists with other users ￭ loads in a snap and uses minimal disk
space, memory and resources ￭ plenty of keyboard shortcuts for extra speed ￭ comprehensive help
notes ￭ imported and exported favorites ￭ information stored ￭ Internet bookmarks/favorites ￭ e-mail
addresses ￭ newsgroup addresses ￭ application, folder and document shortcuts ￭ unlimited space for
notes on each URL ￭ provide for multiple aliases of URLs ￭ time of last opening a URL ￭ site log-in
names ￭ Sophisticated organizing tools ￭ import and export favorites to/from Internet Explorer ￭
import and export bookmarks to/from Netscape/Mozilla ￭ import and export hot lists to/from Opera ￭
import AOL and CompuServe 2000 Favorite Places ￭ import Start Menu shortcuts ￭ fetch the URL
open in any browser window ￭ quick and easy to edit, re-order and re-group titles and URLs ￭ site log-
in names ￭ last-viewed date ￭ quick and easy to add and remove URLs ￭ drag and drop support ￭
fully-resizable windows ￭ optional use of Tool Tray and hot keys ￭ fully-multi-user compatible ￭
alternative interfaces: 'Regular', 'Organize' and 'Compact' ￭ fully-internationalized ￭ fully-
configurable colors and icons ￭ fully-customizable interface ￭ highly-customizable and user-friendly
interface URL Organizer Installation: URL Organizer is compatible with Internet Explorer (IE) 5.0 and
later, Netscape Navigator (Netscape) 6.0 and later and Opera 4.50 and later. To install URL Organizer
2, you will need the following: ￭ Microsoft.NET Framework (v1.1)
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 (64-bit), 8.1 (64-bit), or 7 SP1 (64-bit) Processor: Intel® Core™ i3, i5, or i7
processor Memory: 4 GB RAM Recommended: Memory: 8 GB RAM
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